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ear Readers,
An epitome of peace, optimism and a new horizon of novel approach
and mindfulness, we take you to the specimen of some changes
Pakistan Prime Minister, Imran Khan, represents through his wisdom
and positive influence to the world. This issue conquers the idea
behind the legacy of peace, where we elaborate the common
scenarios of world talked Asian countries, India and Pakistan, who
once were known as one, in regards with the independence month
of historic Nations. The 72 year relationship between the two has
been quite interesting for the both and the world. The irony is that
despite of being a good understanding between the commoners of
both Nations, there has been a mystery of disturbance. In this issue,
we talk, with our heart, about the peace humanity needs and a common man desires, when we talk
about INDEPENDENCE.
Where we bring the contentment of the festive, Eid-Al-Adha, to you with its delighted chores and
happenings, we didn’t forget to highlight some incredible moments of the best dressed celebrities
from Lux Style Awards. This issue peaks the positive vibes you need to inhale and get through the
charisma of inner esteem. We talk about messy hair, getting to know yourself and spreading love with
outshine you still need to let out of you.
We hope you enjoy the sanguinity sync has for you in this issue!
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A NEW
HORIZON
TRUMP MEETS IMRAN KHAN
Pakistani Prime Minister Imran Khan has held his first face-to-face talks with
US President Donald Trump during a trip to Washington DC.

diminished the US’ 18-year
war in Afghanistan as one
where the US has “acted as
policemen, not soldiers” and
suggested the US could swiftly
end it through brute military
strength that would leave “10
Welcoming Pakistani Prime million people” dead. That
Since IK (Imran Khan) won Minister Imran Khan to the option, he said, is not one he
Pakistan’s general election Oval Office on Monday, Trump intends to pursue.
A new horizon has evolved
between
Pakistan
US
strengthening the ties between
the two nations. Pakistan is a
resilient state and this candid
meeting is a great example of
the NEW PAKISTAN Slogan.
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just under a year ago, Mr.
Khan has called for “mutually
beneficial” ties with America,
while remaining an outspoken
critic of US anti-terrorist tactics
such as drone strikes.
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Noting the power of Pakistan’s military and the fact
that the country’s army chief, Qamar Javed Bajwa, was
accompanying Khan on his trip, Ayesha Siddiqa, an
author and analyst, said “the real talking would begin”
between Trump and the Pakistani military leadership
after Khan left.
Trump’s comments came as he welcomed Khan to
the White House for the first time on Monday with
Afghanistan peace talks and Pakistani support for a
range of militant groups topping the agenda. Senior
administration officials said that Trump would press
the Pakistani prime minister to crack down on militants
in Pakistan and provide more support for ongoing the
US-Taliban peace. But while Trump said Pakistan had
previously been “subversive” to US efforts to combat
the Taliban and other militants in Afghanistan, he
suggested that unhelpfulness was in the past.
Instead, Trump touted Pakistan’s role in fomenting
progress in the US-Taliban talks in recent weeks and
said he believes Pakistan “is going to help us out to
extricate ourselves” from the war in Afghanistan.
Khan, a former cricketer who came into power in the
summer of 2018, has made anti-corruption a signature
issue. An administration official said the US sees some
positive initial steps in seizing militant assets, but the
US is hoping for more concrete steps going forward.
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THE LEGACY OF PEACE

72 YEARS INDEPENDENCE
PAKISTAN AND INDIA

Not very long ago, a storm passed by between the two historic
Nations over the Kashmir Dispute. The situation worsened
with both side equal outbreak and got in control with a very
challenging outcome. The state KASHMIR is critically ruled by
both territories in part but the claim owns it entirely from both
ends. Through this dispute, both of the countries have fought
almost 3 wars since 1947. As much as common people residing
inside India and Pak wants peace, the more politic agenda and
media pushes the boundaries to make the war COMING NEXT!
But the real question is WILL WAR BE ENOUGH?
Pakistan and India relations have been analyzed largely from a
realist perspective. The existing body of literature has marked
the centrality of territorial issues such as Kashmir. The solution
leading to the consequences of miserable situations affecting
common humanity is the only form of peace which has to be
shared among the borders of Indo-Pak.

“

More than ever, it is now critical that both India and
Pakistan show restraint, and heed all those calling
for mature diplomacy rather than provocation and
aggression. The right to life starts here.
#SayNoToWar

“

— Human Rights Commission of Pakistan
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The only war India and Pakistan should fight is illiteracy, Poverty
and violence. #SayNotoWar

— Rukshmani kumara
Pakistan and India have lot
to share with and learn from.
Thus, based on the cooperative
character of their relationship,
Islamabad and Delhi need to talk
and negotiate the terms of peace
and stability. Policy makers in
both the states need to revisit
the philosophical foundations
of foreign policy discourse. The
present and future international
relations are gradually tilting
towards inter-state economic
cooperation under regional
cooperative regimes such as
the SCO and BRICS. Pakistan
and India need to negotiate
both core and non-core issues
to move in the direction of
sustained economic relations

bilaterally and multilaterally.
After all, more than half of the
population in both India and
Pakistan is living below the
poverty line. They need bread
rather than bullets.
The two sides need to change
this context and their mutually
hostile mindsets to one that
induces peace more than it
breeds war, is something that
cannot be over-emphasized.
There is so much to lose from
war money, men, our essential
humanity. And there is so much
to gain from peace human
development, security, our longlost kindness and care.
www.syncmag.ca | July - Aug 2019
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LUX STYLE AWARDS 2019
CELEBRATING WOMEN, MUSIC AND FASHION

BEST DRESSED AT LSY’19

Saba Qamar
SIMPLE, DIFFERENT AND
ELEGANT
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MAWRA HOCANE
Making Her Style Game Strong!
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IQRA AZIZ
STOLE THE RED CARPET S

Anam Malik

LETTING HER NATURAL
BEAUTY SHINE WITH ALL
GLITZ AND GLAMOR

MAHIRA
KHAN
STUNNED WITH
HER GRACE

NAVEEN
WAQAR
THE STYLISH DIVA
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MUTTON CHOPS
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A TREAT FOR EID
A Simple, Classic Mutton chops cuisine is undoubtedly the best one especially for grand family feast!
INGREDIENTS

1/2 kg Mutton/lamb-1/2kg
1 tbsp Gingerly oil
1 sprig curry leaves
1 stick Cinnamon
1 Elaichi
4 Cloves
3 Onions
2 Tomatoes
4 Dry red chilli
1 tsp Ginger paste
1 tsp garlic paste
3 tsp Chilli powder
2 tsp coriander powder
1 tsp Turmeric
2 tbs Curd
2 cups Water
1 tsp Salt
1 1/2 cups water

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Heat up the pressure cooker, add in oil,
cinnamon, cloves, elaichi, curry leaves
2. Add in onions, dry red chilli and sauté until the
onions turns light brown.
3. Add in the Ginger garlic paste and sauté until the
raw smell disappears.
4. Add in Tomatoes and cook for 5 minutes.
5. Add in mutton, chilli powder, coriander powder,
turmeric powder and salt and sauté it for 10
minutes.
6. Add curd/yoghurt, water, sprinkle some coriander
leaves and Pressure cook for 6-7 whistles.
7. Once the pressure is released open the pressure
cooker and cook for another 10 minutes until you
get the desired consistency.
8. Spicy Mutton chops are ready! Serve Hot with rice
or chapatti.
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MEET FOR THE MEAT

EID AL ADHA DELIGHT
MEATY TIPS FOR YOUR KITCHEN THIS EID

Eid-ul-Adha , the Eid of Sacrifice is most definitely the festive of
Muslims where it’s all about meat. Apart from the significance
of sacrifice and dedication we Muslims put in this festive, the
next step is HOW TO MANAGE THE MEAT!
Sync is here to give you some new tricks and tips of some
amazing ways to enjoy the leftover meat and its hassle!

NO JAM-PACK
It’s very common to just overdose
your refrigerator with meat. Do
not jam-pack your freezer; allow
proper air circulation.
LABELS
Do not forget to put the labels
for leftover and make sure
the meat is tightly wrapped
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THOROUGH SELF WASH
Wash your hands thoroughly for 20 seconds before,
during and after handling raw meat, both during
the sacrifice and distribution, and while preparing
meat dishes.
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A BBQ GRILL PARTY
Grilling on a BBQ is a healthy cooking technique, as this method requires no added
fat, and the excess fat in meat drips away. However, don’t leave your steaks sizzling
in the sun for hours before you are going to cook them. Keep the meat in the fridge
until about 10-15 minutes before you are ready to cook it.
SOFT KEBABS
Making soft kebabs from the meat
is genius because if your kids or
anyone doesn’t like general cooked
meat, making shami kebabs out of
that would be brilliant.

THE TALLOW PART
Tallow is hypercholesterolemic compared with fats
containing less cholesterol-raising saturated fatty acid. If
your cholesterol is high, using beef tallow is not advisable.
A SEPARATE STORAGE PLAN
A proper storage planning should be already done before the
sacrifice day. Make separate compartments in your freezer
and try to not use that one whole compartment for storing any
other thing.
THE CUTTING BOARD STRATEGY
Make sure to use two separate cutting boards to avoid cross-contamination; one for raw
meats and the other for fruits and vegetables. Alternatively, you can thoroughly wash the
cutting board before switching from meats to vegetables and fruits and vice versa.
www.syncmag.ca | July - Aug 2019
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GETTING
TO KNOW
YOURSELF IN
YOUR 20’S

The procedure of searching your soul as a young adult is quite often
neglected these days. Even if we are trying to find who we are, there are so
many disruptions coming in the way. The odyssey years where you just start
graduating from college and are in the middle of finding something which we
call as “professional identity” is just an outspoken label the world needs to
give us and we need to showcase, But in actual, the real endeavor to search
for YOUR LIFE purpose should be totally concentrated on, other than fooling
around to the people who are closest to you.
Your family will be worried to get you see to settle somewhere, somehow
or with someone whether it’s getting a fulltime job or marrying the one
“searching your purpose”. People would point you out if you don’t appear
ideally well according to your qualifications and status. But to see the real
value in what you do you have to settle your mind beyond the so called facts
and figures i.e break out of your lifelong social bubble.
The opinions of other might make you feel anxious. What if they were right?
What if everything I was doing was leading me to a wasted life?
But just beneath the anxiety, allowing yourself to feel lost for a while is the
only way you can actually determine your life path. To get to know yourself
much better, you have to allow the conditions in your journey to be them
and afford them like you own them. These few years you pass through your
odyssey will bring unprecedented clarity about your life path,
The most important thing to do is growing your self-awareness, the way you
want to see things, how you want to do them and what will make you feel
contented at the end of the day. Look at it as an investment you make in
yourself that will keep paying out dividends in the decades to come.
This phase of young adulthood is a necessary phase of life in 21st century.
It’s when you discover the ways in which you can fit into the conventional
reality and in the same manner how you can stand out and make the kind of
influence you want to make. SO LET IT BE AND FIND YOU!
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THE BEST
INVESTMENT
YOU CAN
MAKE
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HOW TO ROCK MESSY HAIR!
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Flaunt Your Chaotic Hair Fiercely

Messy hair, don’t care! But who thought of flaunting messy hair
with just a bit of care and rocking it like a fashionista? We think
you can absolutely turn walls even with your cluttered hair with
lesser time to get that hair on point. Looking cute despite not
even spending more than five minutes on your hair doesn’t seem
quite fortunate, still it can be accomplished with only few tricks
Sync is going to tell you today. Having a wonderful messy hair is
an absolute Art. There’s nothing classier than being effortlessly
beautiful. So, to help you get started, we have enlisted some
amazing tips to follow!

WAVE SPRAY SPRITZ
After showering, you can spray your hair with a wave spray to
give your hair that extra texture for choppy messy hair. Use any
good company AIR DRY on the damp hair to boost your silkiness.
If your hair is extra smooth and silky u can make a rough braid or
more than one braid to give them natural beach curls. Make your
hair look beachy ocean wave hair and everyone will compliment
you!

SHIFTING LAYERS
If you want to make your messier hair look good, the essential
fact to remember is that you should have had a good haircut for
that already. So go to salon and get choppy bangs or uneven
layer if you really are into wonderful messy hairstyle. Irregular
layers can help add volume, definition, and movement to your
mane. Once you’ve got the picture-perfect haircut, you can
move on to learning how to style it like a pro.
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INSTANT STYLING MOUSSE
When your haircut is already good enough, the usage
of styling mousse or cream just less than a minute
on your hair can be startling for that hair look. As far
as styling messy, rough hair goes, a styling cream
is your best bet, although a gel can work, too. Apply
random chunks throughout your whole head when
it’s damp after squeezing a quarter-sized amount of
the styling cream into your hand. Make sure to keep
it concentrated from midway to your ends to avoid
making your crown and roots look greasy. That’s it
just let your hair air dry to create perfectly imperfect
texture, which is the trademark of messy, choppy
hair.

A TOUCH OF CURLING WAND
Your messy, choppy hair can look a little wavier using
a curling wand which is a great way to get that result.
While curling wands do their magic and are fantastic on
their own you can get the textured, gritty look signature
of choppy hair, spritz your hair with a good Strong Hold
Hairspray before curling your hair to help your curls last
longer while still looking soft and bumpy.

TEXTURIZER SPRAY
Give your hair that extra definition and add grit with an
allover spritz of a matte texturizer spray. Use it on second
day hair to really amp up your messy, fickle hairstyle
without having to put in much effort. Texturizer spray, we
adore you!
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YOUR SUMMER WARDROBE

While the winters have taken a break, it’s time for some summer apparel to take over.
Include these pieces in your summer style list and slay like a modish.

Boyfriend Jeans

Skinny jeans are always there but boyfriend
jeans definitely will give you a wing in the
summer season when you flaunt them with
some casual tees.

Carryall Tote

Carryall tote is the summer time thing
because the spaciousness in this bag will cater
you everything you need to put in your bag!

Shirt Dress

Whether you’re heading to the office, out for
evening drinks or to your favorite cafe for
brunch, a shirt dress makes an excellent outfit
choice.

White Shirt
Another summer versatile essential is a white
shirt pairing up with good denims or any
colored skirt, dress, shorts or a palazzo.

Standard Two-Strap
Sandals
Isn’t it a little annoying when you feel sweaty
over your foot? So, why not ditch your classic
pumps and try rocking two strap sandals
instead. The best appeal of them is they go
along every other outfit and still maintain the
class.

White Sneakers
The freshness reflects automatically when
you wear sneakers and that too white. Your
feet will feel extravagantly fresh and look
ravishing with a pair of white sneakers.
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THE POSITIVITY INHALER

10 Ways To Spread Love In The World

1. Pass a good book on to a friend.
2. Cook a homemade meal for someone.
3. Let someone keep the change.
4. Smile at a stranger.
5. Give lunch to a homeless person
with a positive note attached.
6. Send a handwritten appreciation/
thankyou letter to someone in your
life.
7. Tell your friends how much they
mean to you
8. Send flowers to one of your loved
ones.
9. Pick up trash in a park
10. Tell someone you love him or her.
www.syncmag.ca | July - Aug 2019
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BACK
TO
SCHOOL
CHECKLIST

ARE
YOU
READY?
School isn’t just about education, also more like connecting

socially, emotionally with other fellows. It’s also about being able
to take on the different challenges of going to school head on. To
call it another period of new adventures, thrill or a roller coaster
phase is not enough because it’s definitely more exciting than
your daily life chores. On other hand, some people may find it
boring but here we are to tell you it’s going to be more fun when
you feel exciting about back to school. Just don’t avoid preparing
a checklist for yet another amazing school phase!
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AGENDA OR PLANNER TO KEEP TRACK OF HOMEWORK
ASSIGNMENTS
Vol 6, Issue 04
Surely would help a lot in organizing your home tasks!
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BACKPACK
Well Necessary!
BINDER DIVIDERS
Less irritating when you pull out your stuff from the bag!
COMPASS (ONE WITHOUT A SHARP METAL POINT WILL BE THE
SAFEST)
Compasses can be needed anywhere in math and arts!
2 HIGHLIGHTERS IN DIFFERENT COLORS
Good for you to highlight important facts in the learning!
1 PACK OF NO. 2 PENCILS (12-COUNT)
Pencils have to be in your bag!
LOOSE-LEAF PAPER (WIDE-RULED)
Keep this for the requirement!
PENS, PROTRACTOR & RULER
You cannot forget this!
MINI STAPLER
Will help a lot in assembling your sheets!
1 THREE-SUBJECT SPIRAL NOTEBOOK
Convenient!
ZIP DRIVE OR USB DRIVE TO SAVE WORK DONE ON HOME AND
SCHOOL COMPUTERS
Best for the saved record!
CALCULATOR, IF ALLOWED
Can be needed in necessary time!
A GOOD LUNCH STORAGE AND BOTTLE!
Food thoughts keep you happy throughout the day!
MINI BAG
An inside mini bag for some of your essentials that should be allowed will
www.syncmag.ca | July - Aug 2019
be good for keeping in needed moments!
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